1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a heterogeneous disorder with impairments in the symptom domains of inattention and/or hyperactivity/impulsivity. Although these domains are distinct, there is also a high degree of correlation between them ([@ref1]). More recently, an additional symptom domain has been associated with ADHD, namely sluggish cognitive tempo (SCT). SCT is associated with symptoms including daydreaming, drowsiness, sluggishness/slowness to respond and hypoactivity ([@ref2]; [@ref3]). It is also highly correlated with the symptom domain of inattention across studies (see [@ref1]) and may be significantly negatively correlated with hyperactivity/impulsivity ([@ref4]; [@ref3]). It has been estimated that 30--63% of individuals with ADHD inattentive subtype have high levels of SCT ([@ref5]; [@ref6]; [@ref74]). However, some evidence suggests that SCT may be a distinct disorder, as factor analysis studies demonstrate a clear separation of these symptom types ([@ref4]; [@ref7]; [@ref8]) and approximately half of individuals with ADHD may not qualify for SCT and vice versa ([@ref9]; [@ref6]). One very recent study examined whether SCT fits better with the construct of a symptom domain within ADHD or a distinct factor separate from ADHD ([@ref10]). Although SCT correlated strongly positively with inattention and negatively with hyperactivity/impulsivity, the best fitting model was one that represented SCT as structurally distinct not only from ADHD symptoms but an ADHD diagnosis itself.

The underlying dysfunction in SCT is as yet unknown. It is possible that the symptoms represent a problem with vigilance or arousal ([@ref2]; [@ref3]), or that they constitute a pathological form of mind-wandering, which differs from other types of attentional lapses in that it is task-unrelated and stimulus-independent ([@ref2]). Other impairments linked to SCT include deficits in early information processing or selective attention ([@ref11]), spatial memory ([@ref12]), organization and problem solving ([@ref13; @ref9]) and motor speed problems ([@ref6]). Unlike ADHD, SCT has not been associated with significant executive functioning problems ([@ref13; @ref9]; [@ref14]; [@ref15]). SCT has been linked to impairments in working memory ([@ref7]), although this study was conducted in a primarily ADHD sample, which may bias the results somewhat ([@ref2]). SCT appears to be somewhat less heritable than ADHD and, while sharing some genetic liability with ADHD, also has unique genetic contributions as well as greater unique environmental influences on the trait(s) ([@ref16]). The three symptom dimensions (ADHD-inattentive, ADHD-hyperactive/impulsive, and SCT) are observed to be distinct yet partly correlated at the genetic level of analysis ([@ref16]).

SCT and ADHD symptoms differ in their association with various external factors, including demographics, comorbidities and impairments. ADHD symptoms demonstrate age and sex differences, whereas SCT symptoms do not, but may be more associated with low socioeconomic status ([@ref9]; [@ref6]). Unlike ADHD, SCT is not comorbid with oppositional defiant disorder ([@ref4]), but is more associated with internalizing symptoms such as anxiety and depression ([@ref17]). SCT is also notably associated with unique social impairments, especially negative social preference and peer impairment, even when controlling for other psychopathologies, baseline peer functioning and demographics ([@ref17]).

The current study investigated whether the differences between ADHD and SCT can be extended to observable differences in brain function in a group of adolescents with ADHD. To our knowledge this is the first study examining the neural signature associated with SCT symptoms in a group of individuals with ADHD. We tested the relationship between cognitive control-related fMRI activation during a cued flanker task and both SCT and ADHD symptoms in youth with ADHD compared with typically developing (TD) youth (12--17 years old). Specifically, as a first step we investigated differences in behavior as well as brain activity related to cognitive control on the flanker task between the overall ADHD and TD groups. To probe the contribution of SCT symptoms to neural differences we examined the correlation between activation and parent ratings of (1) SCT symptoms and (2) ADHD inattentive symptoms. We hypothesized that these symptom types would be associated with different patterns of activation.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Thirteen TD adolescents and sixteen adolescents with either combined type ADHD (involving both inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity, *n* = 7) or primarily inattentive type ADHD (*n* = 9) were included in analyses (an additional ten participants were excluded from analysis due to excessive movement: 2 TD, 8 ADHD) after both informed, written parental consent and written assent by all participants. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California Davis. Participants were 12--17 years old (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} for participant information).

Participants were excluded if they met any of the following criteria: (a) having an IQ score ≤80; (b) evidence of a *DSM-IV-TR* math/reading disorder or academic learning disability; (c) history of head trauma, neurological disorder or major medical problem; (d) prescribed psychoactive medication besides stimulant medication in the ADHD group; and (e) meeting *DSM-IV-TR* criteria for any other Axis I diagnosis besides ADHD (in the ADHD group) or oppositional defiant disorder. Typically developing children were excluded if they had a t-score of 65 or higher on Conners\' parent reports. They were also excluded if they had a biological sibling with ADHD and all participants were excluded if they had a first degree family member with any Axis I disorder (except ADHD in the ADHD group). Participants with ADHD were included if they had a Conners\' Total ADHD score of 65 or greater on the parent report forms in conjunction with a significant indication of ADHD on the structured clinical interview. Of the 16 ADHD participants, 13 had a history of taking stimulant medication, all of whom were also currently taking medication (none had a history of taking non-stimulant medication).

2.2. Diagnosis and assessments {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

Prior to enrollment in the study, demographic information and initial eligibility information were collected using a telephone screening interview. A parent completed Conners\' Parent Rating Scale-Revised: Long Version (CPRS-R:L) ([@ref18]) regarding behavior problems over the past month. Attempts were made to collect teacher ratings to substantiate diagnoses with all participants; 23 of the participants had at least one of their teachers return the rating scales. Many of the ADHD children prescribed medication were taking it during school hours; thus teacher ratings may reflect medicated behavior and were therefore only used as a screening tool.

The parent version of the computerized Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents (DICA-IV) ([@ref19]) provided additional diagnostic information to confirm the ADHD diagnosis and screen for other Axis I psychiatric disorders. To ensure that participants with sub-threshold combined type ADHD were not included in the inattentive subtype, participants were required to display three or fewer hyperactive and/or impulsive symptoms to be included in the inattentive subtype group. An experienced licensed psychologist conducted follow-up interviews with parents when clarification was needed to confirm diagnosis or its absence. The Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence ([@ref20]) assessed participants\' intellectual abilities, except for two TD participants who received the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-IV) ([@ref21]). The Letter--Word Identification and Calculation scales of the Woodcock--Johnson Tests of Achievement --- Third Edition NU (WJ-III NU) ([@ref22]) assessed reading and mathematical performance to detect learning disabilities. Evidence of a math/reading disorder was considered present if a child performed below 80 on an achievement test and if there was a 1.5 SD or greater difference between IQ and WJ-III scores.

Two licensed psychologists with extensive experience in ADHD (JBS & J. Faye Dixon) evaluated all participants to determine eligibility and diagnosis. Information from the CPRS-R:L, the parent\'s DICA-IV responses, observations and any supplemental interview or information (i.e., teacher ratings, previous report cards or psychological evaluations) were used to determine whether each participant met *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, text revision (DSM-IV-TR) ([@ref18]) criteria for ADHD combined or inattentive subtype. The presence of other psychiatric diagnoses was based on the DICA-IV and follow-up clinical interviews.

2.3. fMRI acquisition {#sec2.3}
---------------------

### 2.3.1. Scan parameters {#sec2.3.1}

A Siemens 3 T TIM Trio MRI scanner (Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany) was used to acquire both anatomical and functional images. Stimulant medication was withheld for 24 h before fMRI measurements. The cued flanker task was completed in 8 separate fMRI runs, each of which contained between 145 and 163 functional T2\*-weighted echoplanar images. Each run was collected with the following parameters: slice thickness voxel size = 3.4 mm isotropic, 36 slices, TR = 2 s, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 90°, matrix 64 × 64, and FOV = 220 mm. In addition, an MPRAGE anatomical scan was collected with the following parameters: TR = 2.2 s, TE = 4.77 ms, FOV = 256 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, flip angle = 7°, slice thickness = 1 mm, and 192 slices.

### 2.3.2. Cued flanker task {#sec2.3.2}

Participants performed a cued variant of the Eriksen flanker paradigm ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) ([@ref23]) with stimuli presented using E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Sharpsburg, PA) and a mirror system with which participants viewed visual stimuli on a projection screen. Each trial began with a fixation (500 ms) followed by a cue (1000 ms), of which there were three types: null cue, response preparation cue, and warning cue. Each cue consisted of a pair of blue and/or yellow cartoon hands with the color providing cue information. For each participant, either a blue hand or a yellow hand represented a cue, while the other color represented a non-cue (the color meaning was counterbalanced across participants). In the null cue, there was no information about the following flanker (both hands were the non-cue color). In the response preparation cue one of the two hands was the cue color, signaling which hand was likely to be the correct response for the upcoming target. Invalid response preparation cues (16%) were included to encourage participants to attend to and process the central target arrow stimulus. To further encourage participants to attend to cues, 27.7% of response preparation cues were followed by a stimulus array made up only of plus signs (+++++). On these trials, participants were instructed to respond as the cue had indicated. In the warning cue, both hands were the cue color, and this cue informed participants with 100% accuracy that the following trial would be incongruent.

Following the cue and a fixation (800 ms), participants were presented with the flanker stimulus (1300 ms). Participants were instructed to identify the orientation of the central arrow symbol while ignoring the orientation of the flanking arrows, and they indicated their response by pressing a button with the corresponding hand. The instruction to the participants emphasized both speed and accuracy. Trials could be congruent (five arrows all facing the same direction), incongruent (five arrows in which the central arrow is facing the opposite direction of the four flanking arrows), or neutral (an arrow in the middle with four flanking plus signs). Trials were separated by a variable inter-trial interval (400--10,400 ms).

There were a total of 110 neutral, 110 congruent and 160 incongruent stimuli. Null cues preceded 76.4% of neutral and 76.4% of congruent trials; the remaining neutral and congruent trials were preceded by response preparation cues. For incongruent trials, 47.5% were preceded by null cues and response preparation and 26.25% by warning cues. No repetitions of identical stimuli occurred on adjacent trials to diminish potential priming effects ([@ref24]). Participants were trained on the task prior to the imaging session to ensure that they understood all the conditions. The training also included an auditory cue which encouraged speedy responding (tone if the RT exceeded 600 ms). We included this manipulation in the practice to maximize response conflict during the flanker paradigm. Both speed and accuracy were emphasized during the imaging task.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#sec2.4}
-------------------------

### 2.4.1. Behavioral and clinical data {#sec2.4.1}

Independent t-tests examined any potential differences between the ADHD and TD groups on clinical variables.

Behavioral data analysis focused on the incongruent flanker stimuli. Analyses of clinical and behavioral data were performed using SPSS version 22 (IBM, Armonk, NY). A 2 (group: TD; ADHD) × 3 (cue type: null; response preparation; warning) ANOVA examined the main effect of cues on performance (separate ANOVAs for correct responses and RT) as well as any potential group × cue type interactions.

### 2.4.2. Imaging data {#sec2.4.2}

fMRI data analyses were performed using AFNI ([@ref25]). The first three volumes from each scan were discarded by the scanner to allow for equilibrium effects. For each functional run, volumes were slice time corrected and registered to a representative volume of the fourth run (closest in time to the structural scan) to compensate for small head movements. The representative volume was identified by the following criteria: the median volume of the longest window of time points with the lowest number of outlier voxels. Each run underwent non-brain removal using brain extraction tool (BET; [@ref26]) before being aligned to each individual\'s T1-weighted structural MR image and transformed to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Registration was carried out using FMRIB\'s Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT; [@ref27]; [@ref28]). Each run was then aligned to each individual\'s T1-weighted structural MR image and transformed to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. A 4-mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian filter was applied to each functional dataset and data were normalized to a mean of 100.

Following preprocessing, general linear model analyses fit hemodynamic responses with a boxcar activation function with onset given by trial the cue onset and duration of 4 s (the length of each trial incorporating the cue and stimulus periods). Regressors were included for: (1) correct null cued incongruent trials, (2) correct response preparation cued incongruent trials, (3) correct warning cued incongruent trials, (4) correct congruent and neutral trials collapsed across cue type and (5) error trials collapsed across cue and flanker type. Due to the nature of the task (providing cues to prepare an upcoming response) and based upon the literature and usual activation patterns for this type of paradigm ([@ref72]; [@ref30]; [@ref31]; [@ref75]; [@ref33]) we used a mask comprised of the bilateral superior parietal lobule (SPL), agranular premotor cortex, caudate and thalamus and performed a region of interest (ROI) analysis. Cortical regions were determined based on the Jülich Histological Atlas ([@ref73]; [@ref35]) and subcortical regions were based on the Harvard--Oxford Subcortical Structural Atlas ([@ref36]), both in FSL ([@ref37]). We used small volume cluster-threshold correction to maintain the overall p value at 0.05 and determine any significant effects within this mask. This method utilizes Monte-Carlo simulations to determine the minimum cluster size required within the volume of interest, at the voxel-wise threshold, in order to maintain an overall probability of 0.05 of a significant cluster surviving by chance. We used t-tests in AFNI to investigate differences between ADHD versus TD participants for the following contrasts: (1) correct null cued incongruent trials versus fixation, (2) correct response preparation cued trials versus fixation and (3) correct warning cued incongruent trials versus fixation.

We conducted a conjunction analysis to examine regions of overlap between the TD and ADHD maps of all the correct incongruent trials. The conjunction analysis examined brain regions which were activated by all three cue (response preparation, null and warning cue) conditions for each group separately and was derived by performing an intersection operation on the individual brain maps for each of the conditions, implemented using the 3dcalc function in AFNI. All individual condition maps were generated using an overall p value of 0.05 within our volume of interest paired with a cluster size criterion that sets the overall p value of 0.05 for each condition prior to the conjunction analysis.

We then conducted correlational analyses with SCT scores and inattentive scores from the ADHD rating scales for these same three contrasts. We used multiple regression analysis via AFNI\'s 3dRegAna script to examine correlations between brain activity and SCT symptoms. Analyses were carried out with and without controlling for inattentive symptoms. Maps were thresholded and corrected for multiple comparisons using identical cluster-threshold correction to those described above.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Behavioral and clinical data {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------

TD adolescents did not differ from the ADHD group in terms of accuracy on the flanker paradigm across different cues and flanker conditions (see Supplementary Table 1). The ADHD group did display significantly longer RTs across most conditions (see Supplementary Table 2). Thus the ADHD group responded more slowly in general despite the absence of group differences in correct responses.

### 3.1.1. Cue effect on performance {#sec3.1.1}

An ANOVA revealed no main effect of cue type for percent correct responses (p = 0.38) but a main effect for RT (F(2,54) = 41.90, p \< 0.0001; see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant incongruent type × group interaction for correct responses (p = 0.2) or RT (p = 0.09). There was a main effect of group for RT (F(1,27) = 7.61, p = 0.01) but not percent correct (p = 0.30), such that the TD group was faster than the ADHD group in general. As [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows, the response preparation cue resulted in the fastest RTs in both TD and ADHD groups. Thus, the response preparation cues resulted in a similar RT benefit in both groups.

3.2. fMRI data {#sec3.2}
--------------

### 3.2.1. Cognitive control-related activity in TD and ADHD groups {#sec3.2.1}

Within-group analysis in the TD group in null cued, response preparation cued and warning cued conditions revealed a number of somewhat overlapping brain regions (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} for conjunction map). Activated regions include regions commonly observed in the flanker paradigm (e.g., [@ref30]), such as the bilateral lateral frontal and parietal regions, supplementary motor area (SMA) and basal ganglia. Additional activity associated with the null cued incongruents was observed in extended areas of the left caudate and the bilateral thalamus.

Within-group analyses in the ADHD group revealed a group of similar activations, with the exception of the bilateral parietal cortex; the ADHD group did not display any significant clusters of activation in this region. Furthermore, the ADHD group displayed more overlap of their activation between incongruent conditions, with a relative failure to display any specialization of functional activity between the response preparation and warning cue conditions at this threshold (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, conjunction map).

Between-group analyses revealed no significant between-group differences in the null cued condition. The TD group displayed significantly greater activity in the right SPL in the response preparation cued condition and in the supplementary motor area (SMA) in the warning cued incongruent stimuli compared to the ADHD group. The ADHD group revealed no regions of greater activity compared to the TD group.

### 3.2.2. Correlations between cognitive control-related activity and SCT and inattentive symptoms in the ADHD group alone {#sec3.2.2}

Activation in the left SPL to null cued trials correlated negatively with SCT symptoms such that individuals with more SCT symptoms displayed less activity in this region. This was found with and without controlling for inattention (although the area was slightly larger when controlling for inattention; see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

A region in the SMA displayed a positive correlation with inattentive symptoms, such that individuals with more inattentive symptoms displayed greater activity in the SMA to null cued trials.

For response preparation cued trials, there was a negative correlation between activity in the bilateral SPL and SMA and SCT symptoms *without* controlling for inattention. When controlling for inattention only the left SPL remained and again the area was slightly larger (see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, for response preparation cued trials, activity in the bilateral thalamus correlated positively with inattentive symptoms.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study we examined the unique contributions of SCT symptoms separate from inattentive symptoms to brain activity associated with cognitive control in a group of adolescents with ADHD. We examined cue-related impairments associated with the preparation of an up-coming motor response and the recruitment of attention resources in anticipation of response conflict ([@ref38]; [@ref39]). In both the ADHD and control groups response preparation cues improved performance in the form of faster RT. Incongruent stimuli activated brain regions including the bilateral lateral frontal cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA) and basal ganglia in both groups. However conjunction analyses suggested more specialization of brain activity to the different cue conditions in the TD group. The TD group displayed significantly greater activity than the ADHD group in the right SPL to the response preparation incongruent stimuli and in the SMA to warning cued incongruents. Correlational analyses suggested that adolescents in the ADHD group with more SCT symptoms had less activity in the left SPL during null and response preparation cued incongruent stimuli when controlling for inattention. Individuals with more inattentive symptoms displayed more activity in the SMA to null cued incongruents and in the bilateral thalamus during response preparation cued incongruents.

The response preparation cue resulted in better performance in both groups in that all participants responded more quickly to the response preparation cued incongruent stimuli. We interpret this as indicating a performance benefit following the response preparation cue as our previous work in a larger group using the same paradigm showed a significant speeding of RT accompanied by more percent correct responses to the response preparation compared to null cued incongruents ([@ref40]). The effect of the warning cues appears more ambiguous with RTs being more similar to the null cued incongruents. This suggests that the response preparation cue resulted in a performance benefit for both groups whereas the warning cue may have resulted in a marginal benefit.

Brain activity associated with the incongruent cues in general included activation associated with cognitive control and motor preparation in regions such as the bilateral premotor cortex, SMA and bilateral basal ganglia in both groups. In the TD group, within-group analyses also revealed additional activations in the bilateral parietal cortex. Between-group analyses revealed that the TD group had significantly more activity in the right SPL during response preparation cues. The parietal cortex is a brain region frequently implicated in ADHD impairments ([@ref41]; [@ref42]). Altered activity in the parietal lobe in adults with ADHD has been associated with impaired attention ([@ref43]; [@ref44]; [@ref45]; [@ref46]), attention shifting ([@ref47]), response inhibition ([@ref48]; [@ref49]), and working memory ([@ref50]) and is linked to an increase in hyperactive symptoms ([@ref51]). In children with ADHD, less fronto-parietal activity compared to typically developing peers is the most common functional imaging finding ([@ref52]).

Between-group analysis also revealed a region of significantly greater activity in the SMA to the warning cued incongruents in the TD group compared to the ADHD group. Increased activity in the medial PFC has previously been noted in preparation for response conflict ([@ref39]); however this activity was in the ACC and not the SMA. The SMA has been associated with response inhibition ([@ref53]; [@ref54]), motor preparation ([@ref55]; [@ref56]; [@ref57]) and motor planning ([@ref58]; [@ref59]; [@ref60]). In a recent study, adults with ADHD displayed hypo-active cue-related preparatory activity in the SMA compared to their peers ([@ref61]). However, a meta-analysis of response inhibition studies showed SMA hypoactivity only in children with ADHD and not in adults ([@ref62]). Data from the ADHD-200 multisite sample, a large-scale resting-state data acquisition project, revealed that in 757 participants, there was altered connectivity, in the form of inadequate anti-correlation between the posterior cingulate cortex of the default attention network and the SMA and right anterior insula of the ventral attention network ([@ref63]). The authors suggested that this weakened anti-correlation might be a key locus of dysfunction in ADHD.

Aside from the hypoactivity in the parietal cortex and the SMA in the ADHD group compared to the control group, the ADHD group also tended to display less specialization of brain activity. Our prior research ([@ref64]) also suggests a lack of specificity of brain activation in ADHD in response to differing cognitive demands. This may suggest a lack of cognitive flexibility in this group, in the context of this task, a lack of differentiation between differing cue conditions, although here we did not observe any impact on behavioral performance.

When examining SCT symptoms in the ADHD group, results suggested that in response to null and response preparation cued incongruents, adolescents with more SCT symptoms tended to display less activity in the left SPL, controlling for inattentive symptoms. The parietal cortex has also been associated with reorienting attention ([@ref65]), a process that has shown to be disrupted in ADHD ([@ref47]; [@ref66]). During a counting Stroop paradigm, children with ADHD displayed less activity in the left SPL than their typically developing peers ([@ref67]). We found that activity in the left SPL during null and response preparation cued incongruents was associated with SCT symptoms. This suggests that the relationship is not necessarily limited to the preparation of a motor response but in response to the incongruent stimuli in general. In a previous study examining preparatory activity in a flanker paradigm in healthy adults, the left SPL was active both during the cue periods and during correct responses to the incongruents themselves, suggesting that this area serves a general attention role, rather than something specific to preparation of a response ([@ref30]). We suggest that reorienting of attention may be impaired in individuals with elevated SCT ratings, however with the caveat that this did not translate to poor performance. It is possible that our inclusion of "catch" trials within the current paradigm somewhat improved performance in the adolescents with ADHD.

There was a positive correlation between activity in the SMA to null cued incongruents and a negative correlation in the bilateral thalamus to response preparation cued incongruents. It is possible that in adolescents with greater inattention, the SMA must be strongly engaged to compensate for poor attention to the incongruent stimuli. Reduced cue-related activity in the thalamus has been observed in adults with ADHD ([@ref61]). Hypoactivity in the thalamus, associated with target detection and directed attention, has been noted in adolescents with ADHD ([@ref46]). Therefore it is possible that in individuals with more inattentive symptoms, less attention is given to the response preparation cue. This is in line with our previous research, which shows reduced processing of the response preparation cue in adolescents with ADHD inattentive subtype ([@ref40]). Treatment for ADHD with stimulant medication (i.e., methylphenidate) is also associated with increased activity in the thalamus during cognitive tasks ([@ref68]), and thus, stimulants may partially improve general attention via the thalamus. The thalamus, along with the medial prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia has also been associated with integrating information from different sources ([@ref69]; [@ref70]) and mediating motivation, planning and goal-directed behavior ([@ref71]).

There are a number of potential limitations that may somewhat limit the generalizability of our findings. We did not enroll subjects based upon SCT symptoms alone; we enrolled subjects based upon ADHD diagnoses. However, we do find differential brain activity related to inattention symptoms and SCT symptoms, even in this sample. This makes the results from this study a compelling first step in investigating the neural substrates of SCT. It is possible that our correlation analyses in such a relatively small sample may have led to somewhat inflated p values due to limited power therefore the results should be interpreted keeping that in mind. This sample may have fewer affective disorder symptoms than the typical SCT population, as volunteers with other Axis I disorders were excluded, however, this may be an advantage in this study as the authors are more likely to identify neural patterns associated with the SCT symptoms than affective symptoms. Future investigations should focus on examining neural activity related to SCT symptoms independent of an ADHD diagnosis and compare this group to ADHD inattentive and combined subtypes. This would shed further light on the question as to whether or not SCT represents an independent disorder.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

The results from this study suggest that cognitive-control-related brain activity is distinctly related to SCT symptoms and inattentive symptoms within a group of adolescents with ADHD. We argue that this represents a first step towards defining SCT as having a distinct neural signature from more traditionally defined ADHD symptomatology. A tendency in participants with more SCT symptoms to activate the left SPL less may reflect impaired reorientation or shifting of attention. An association between inattentive symptoms and more activity in the SMA and less in the bilateral thalamus during response preparation may suggest a general deficit in response preparation with increasing inattention; however this may be due to impoverished processing of the cue itself. Alternatively, it may represent impairment in integrating information or in mediating task set maintenance. This study is the first to demonstrate dissociation between inattention- and SCT-related symptoms in ADHD in terms of cue-related brain activity.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0005}
==============================

Supplementary tables.
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![Two trials from our modified flanker task. In this example yellow is the informative color. The top trial demonstrates the response preparation cue. The left hand in yellow indicates that a left hand response will be required to the following flanker. The bottom trial demonstrates the null cue. The null cue provides no information about the nature of the following flanker or the response that will be required. All stimuli were surrounded by a white border and participants were instructed to restrict their gaze within it; the inter-trial interval was indicated by a color change of the surrounding border from white to green.](gr1){#f0005}

![Reaction times to null, response preparation and warning cues. Both groups benefited from response preparation (RP) cues in the form of faster RT.](gr2){#f0010}

![Top panels: conjunction maps displaying brain activity during correct incongruent trials. A) TD group and B) ADHD group different red, orange and yellow colors represent the activation to correct incongruent trials during the different cue conditions; red = null cues; orange = response preparation cues; and yellow = warning cues. The remaining colors represent regions of overlap between these conditions and overlap between them. Green represents areas of overlap between activation during correct incongruent stimuli during all the cue types. Less differentiation between cue types is observed in the ADHD group. Regions of the basal ganglia, bilateral frontal and medial frontal regions were associated with uncued trials only (red) with activation in similar regions all cue types (in green). Bottom panel: C) between group activation: the TD group displayed greater activity than the ADHD group during response preparation cued incongruents in R SPL (dark blue) and during warning cued trials in the SMA (light blue).](gr3){#f0015}

![Significant correlations with symptoms. IA = inattentive symptoms, SCT = sluggish cognitive tempo symptoms. Red text labels indicate positive correlations, blue text labels indicate negative correlations. A) Significant correlations with symptoms for null cue trials. Dark blue cluster indicates a negative correlation with SCT in L SPL with or without controlling for inattentive symptoms. Light blue voxels are only significant when we control for inattentive symptoms. The orange cluster represents a positive correlation with inattentive symptoms in SMA. B) Significant correlations with symptoms for cued trials. Green clusters indicate negative correlations with SCT in bilateral SPL and SMA when not controlling for inattentive symptoms. Dark blue is a negative correlation with SCT in L SPL with or without controlling for inattentive symptoms. Light blue voxels represent a negative correlation with SCT when controlling for inattentive symptoms in L SPL. The violet clusters are negative correlations with inattentive symptoms in bilateral thalamus.](gr4){#f0020}

###### 

Demographic information.

                                                                                   TD           ADHD
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------
  n                                                                                13           16
  Age                                                                              15.2 (1.7)   15.1 (2.1)
  Female                                                                           54%          38%
  IQ                                                                               116 (10)     114 (13)
  Left-handed                                                                      0%           6%
  Conners\' inattentive score[\*](#nstbl1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                  42 (2)       73 (11)
  Conners\' hyperactive--impulsive score[\*](#nstbl1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}       44 (2)       65 (17)
  Conners\' DSM inattentive score[\*](#nstbl1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}              42 (2)       77 (10)
  Conners\' DSM hyperactive--impulsive score[\*](#nstbl1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   45 (4)       64 (15)
  SCT score[\*](#nstbl1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    0.8 (1.0)    11.2 (5.1)
  History of ADHD medication                                                       N/A          81%

Significant group difference at p \< .001
